Dear Readers, dear Authors, dear Reviewers,

Thanks to the invitation from the editors, it is my great pleasure to give a brief remark on this first special issue "Enzymes" of *ChemBioEng Reviews*. Industrialization brings modern civilization and changes the facets of our daily life. As the environmental consciousness rises, industries are subjected to strict criticisms due to the substances and by‐products produced during manufacturing processes that endanger the ecosystem and human health. In recent years, the air and water pollutions resulting from various plants have cost a painful price beyond the pursuing for economic growth, especially in developing countries. The current opinions thus urge industrial reforms to solve these imminent problems. After years of researches and technic improvements, bio‐catalysts have been developed as one of the most successful strategy to replace certain undesirable manufacturing processes. Building "microbial cell factories" with metabolic engineering is also a highly appreciated branch in terms of producing compounds that are currently derived from the limited natural sources.

Enzymes are macromolecules (mostly proteins and a few RNAs) expressed in organisms that participate in almost all metabolic processes. These molecules fold into unique three‐dimensional structures to constitute the active site which specifically accommodate substrates. Then the catalytic residues are exploited to convert the bound substrates to products. The precise specificity of enzymes provides an advantage in a variety of industrial applications. Enzymes can be utilized to increase production efficiency and improve the product quality (e.g., in pharmaceutical industries). Moreover, the use of certain chemical reactions in traditional manufacturing processes involving toxic compounds can be replaced by the bio‐catalysts, which can reduce environmentally hazardous by‐products (e.g., xylanase utilization in pulp treatments). Hence, the enzyme application is considered an eco‐friendly strategy and is strongly encouraged by governments.

Most major enzyme products in the current marketplace have been extensively modified with molecular approaches. The process is dubbed enzyme engineering, which aims to increase catalytic activity and stability under extreme operation conditions. Improving protein thermostability is a pivotal direction since many biotechnological processes involve high temperatures. Directed evolution and rational design are both popular in performing enzyme modifications, with the latter requiring the in‐depth knowledge of function‐related structure features. To achieve this end, information of protein three‐dimensional structures is a prerequisite foundation. In this issue, an improved methodology to solve the "phase problem" in crystallographic studies is reviewed (Chan et al.). The up‐to‐date strategy of improving protein thermostability with rational design is also reviewed (Yang et al.). Furthermore, the protein structures and enzyme engineering of two important marketed products, phytases and xylanases, are summarized to report the trends of current enzyme product developments (Chen et al.). In addition, a protease with significant specificity from Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome Coronavirus that is of great potential in further anti‐viral drug design and applications is included (Kuo et al.). Finally, engineering yeast to produce astaxanthin is summarized (Ye et al.). Based on the preceding knowledge, the employments of bio‐catalysts and microbial cell factories with better maneuvers can be expected to flourish in the near future.

Yours sincerely,

**Rey‐Ting Guo, Ph. D.**
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